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Motivation
The dip angle is one of the fault parameters that most affects
seismic hazard analyses because it not only influences the inference
of other fault parameters (e.g. down-dip width, earthquake
maximum magnitude based on fault scaling laws) but also, and
most importantly, controls the fault-to-site distance values of
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ground motion estimates.
We present the results of a global survey of earthquake-fault dip
angles (G-DIP) and analyze their empirical distribution for various
faulting categories. In agreement with other studies, important
deviations from the classical Anderson’s predictions are found for
all faulting categories.

Data and preliminary assessments

Depth of the selected
events vs. the dip
angle from GCMTs.
The depth distribution
of crustal events
appears to be
independent from the
dip angle. In the case
of subduction events
the dip angle
increases with
increasing depth.

G-DIP dataset
G-DIP is a collection of 217 earthquakes of
Mw > 5, with univocally-determined fault
plane geometry, paired with uniformlydetermined moment tensor solutions from
the Global CMT catalog (years 1976-2016;
Dziewonski et al., 1981, and Ekström et al.,
2012). The sources of the G-DIP collection
are as follows:
• 18 from Sibson & Xie (1998);
• 9 from Collettini & Sibson (2001);
Location of the 217 G-DIP faults. Notice that this dataset includes several
• 114 from SRCMOD;
events from plate interiors. Plate boundaries are from Bird (2003).
• 76 from a literature search.

Moment magnitude
(Mw) vs. the dip angle
from GCMTs. The Mw
distribution of crustal
events appears to be
independent from the
dip angle.

Faulting
mechanisms

Tectonic settings

• Normal
• Reverse
• Transcurrent

• Crustal faulting
• Subduction interface
faulting

• Reverse only

Each faulting category is further subdivided into three subsets
of rake classes corresponding to intervals of ±15°, ±30°, and
±45° from the rake central values (normal: -90°; reverse: +90°;
transcurrent: 0° and ±180°).

Results

Moment magnitude (Mw)
distribution through time. Notice its
apparent randomness. The dataset
increases in recent years thanks to
the availability of more studies
providing unequivocal determinations
of the actual fault planes.

Crustal faulting
Reverse

Normal

These new empirical statistics are derived from an extended and
homogeneous dataset, thereby improving previous fault dip-angle
distributions. We thus suggest that our results can effectively be
used as distribution priors for characterizing the geometry of poorly
known seismogenic faults in seismic hazard analyses and
earthquake-fault modeling experiments.

Considering the number of events in each faulting category and
the uncertainty associated with angle determinations in moment
tensor solutions (Helffrich, 1997), we subdivided the dip-angle
domain (0-90°) in regular bins of 10°.
All distributions are unimodal. In terms of frequency of
occurrence, including or excluding more oblique mechanisms
(subsets with rake spanning up to ±45°) does not significantly

“Poles to planes” (equal area
stereoplot, lower hemisphere) of
the selected events from GCMTs.
Only the subduction events seem
to cluster around the NW-SE strike,
all other types are randomly
distributed.

Subduction interface faulting
Reverse only

Tr a n s c u r r e n t

affect the distributions.
Dip-slip faulting (normal and reverse together) shows the same
mode at 40-50°, though reverse faulting has a longer tail toward
lower dip angles.
Pure normal faulting (subset of -90°±15°) seems slightly more
picked around the mode than the more oblique-slip normal faults.
Subduction reverse faulting shows a much picked mode (more

Dip angles of paired events from
the GCMT catalog and from fault
solutions obtained through
various techniques. No bias
appear between the two types of
dip-angle solution.

than 50% of all events) at very low angles (10-20°) and a short tail
at higher angles which is somewhat correlated with deeper events.
Transcurrent faulting has a very picked mode (slightly less than
50% of all events) at 80-90° with a very long tail.

Comparison with regional compilations of active crustal faults

European Database of Seismogenic Faults
(EDSF; Basili et al., 2013)
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New Zealand Active Faults (NZAF;
Litchfield et al., 2013).

National Seismic Hazard Maps - Source
Parameters (NSHM; USGS, 2014)
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